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Turn the following sentences into the passive tense using the formula: !!
object + had + been + v3 + (by phrase)!!
The first one has been done for you !!
E.g He had eaten the cake before my family arrived. !!
      The cake had been eaten ( by him )before my family arrived.!!!!!
1. They had defeated the enemy three times before they finally lost.!!
2. She had passed all of exams.!!
3. The wolf had eaten the girl earlier in the day.!!
4.The champions had crashed the car.!!
5.The event had already changed his life.!!
6.The criminals had stolen the jewellery before the police turned up.!!
7.The robbers had been stopped by the civilians.!!
8. The men had eaten all of the cakes before the women arrived. !!
9.The woman had beaten up the men.!!
10.Had you eaten all of the sweets?!!!!!!!
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1. They had defeated the enemy three times before they finally lost.!
     !
 The enemy had been defeated (by them) three times before they finally lost.!!
2. She had passed all of exams.!!
The exams had been passed (by her).!!
3. The wolf had eaten the girl earlier in the day.!!
The girl had been eaten by the wolf earlier in the day.!!
4.The champions had crashed the car.!!
The car had been crashed by the champions.!!
5.The event had already changed his life.!!
His life had already been changed by the event.!!
6.The criminals had stolen the jewellery before the police turned up.!!
The jewellery had been stolen by the criminals before the police turned up.!!
7. The civilians stopped the robbers. !!
The robbers had been stopped by the civilians.!!
8. The men had eaten all of the cakes before the women arrived.!!
The cakes had been eaten by the men before the women arrived.!!
9.The woman had beaten up the men.!!
The men had been beaten up by the women.!!
10.Had you eaten all of the sweets?!
 !
Had all of the sweets been eaten by you 
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